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The concept of ambient air filtration is nothing new, but previous attempts to fix the problem
have failed to deliver cleaner air. We wanted to deliver a robust air-filtration system that was
both elegant and effective, so we created the STRATUS, and delivered the perfect solution to
airborne dust. It draws dust down and away from your nose and mouth, and propels clean,
filtered air upward, where you breathe. Old, ceiling-mounted box filters are obsolete. With the
addition of an optional activated charcoal insert, it will eliminate smoke, fumes and odors. Yeah,
it looks stunning. And it works equally as well too. Why pull the dust past your nose and
mouth? Simply twist the handle slightly and lift the body from the base. No ladders required.
Simply touch the power switch to adjust blower speed. The perimeter filter access allows the
dust to enter from any direction. Grab the handle and drag it to the dust. Grab it from any angle
and drag it to the dust. You can expect long intervals between filter cleanings, or replacement.
Brake dust is dirty and unhealthy. Struggling with odors and fumes created by 3D printing?
Airborne dust from industrial cutting, grinding, and finishing presents serious issues in your
shop. Abrasive blasting with synthetic media or sand can cause large amounts of airborne dust.
Lasers create smoke and odors as they burn the surface of any substrate. Even with a vacuum
attached to your sanding device, a lot of dust escapes into the air. Airborne contaminates are
easily recirculated causing defects in your finish. Airborne dust and debris are prevalent in any
construction environment. Have a lot of dust? Remember me Log in. Lost your password?
Subscribe to our newsletter. Your personal data will be used to support your experience
throughout this website, to manage access to your account, and for other purposes described
in our privacy policy. Revolutionary Solution to Airborne Dust The concept of ambient air
filtration is nothing new, but previous attempts to fix the problem have failed to deliver cleaner
air. Unchained and Outside the Box Old, ceiling-mounted box filters are obsolete. Order now.
Drawing Dust Downward Why pull the dust past your nose and mouth? Advanced Filtration
Dust? The 1-micron pleated canister filter grabs the small stuff. Optional charcoal filter captures
the stinky stuff. Automotive Repair Brake dust is dirty and unhealthy. Additive Manufacturing
Struggling with odors and fumes created by 3D printing? Fabrication Airborne dust from
industrial cutting, grinding, and finishing presents serious issues in your shop. Media Blasting
Abrasive blasting with synthetic media or sand can cause large amounts of airborne dust. Laser
Engraving Lasers create smoke and odors as they burn the surface of any substrate. Drywall
Finishing Even with a vacuum attached to your sanding device, a lot of dust escapes into the
air. Powder Coating Airborne contaminates are easily recirculated causing defects in your
finish. Through the programme, Stratus offers third parties platform pricing, embedded
services, training and certification as they incorporate edge computing to differentiate their
solutions, deliver valuable low-risk implementations for customers and create new business
and revenue sources. Our programme directly supports third parties in using edge computing
to develop and deliver a wide range of high-value capabilities and generate new revenue.
Stratus Edge Computing gives us the ability to bring our customers there. Across industries,
organisations face the need to transform legacy architectures, capture and secure data, and
continuously run business-critical applications at the operational edge. The Stratus VAR
programme provides partners with the means to integrate Stratus platforms to deliver new edge
capabilities or capabilities that were previously too complicated to add to existing machines
and equipment. Additionally, teams are able to save significant time in setting up and deploying
solutions with plug-and-play integration to existing architectures. Stratus offers two edge
computing platforms:. The programme also provides co-marketing opportunities to support
business development and edge computing awareness. Embedded services provide the means
to support customer deployments or to create new service and support revenue offerings in
tandem with deployment. For complete programme detail about Stratus Edge Computing
platforms and embedded services, visit stratus. Stratus programme enables OEMs, solution
builders to develop profitable, high-value edge capabilities for customers at scale. Stratus
programme enables OEMs, solution builders to develop profitable, high-value edge capabilities
for customers at scale New VAR programme delivers predictable platform pricing and
embedded services for third parties to enhance their offerings to address modern end-user
requirements. Issued by Stratus Technologies Maynard, Mass. Visit our press office. Read time
3min 40sec. Accelerating development of edge computing-based solutions Across industries,
organisations face the need to transform legacy architectures, capture and secure data, and
continuously run business-critical applications at the operational edge. Stratus offers two edge
computing platforms: Stratus ztC Edge â€” a zero-touch, secure and highly automated edge
computing platform purpose built for critical equipment and distributed control architectures at
the operational edge for continuous availability in harsh environments. Editorial contacts. Todd
Stratus. See also. Twitter icon. Linkedin icon. Facebook icon. Youtube play icon. Close Print.
Video remote interpretation VRI combines the benefits of face-to-face interpretation with the

on-demand nature of over-the-phone interpretation OPI. Every call is answered quickly by a
concierge who will determine which language the caller needs assistance with, and will
promptly connect them with an interpreter. With our InPerson interpretation services, you can
request an in-person interpreter in the same way you request a car via Uber. Access the largest
network of medically qualified interpreters to serve your patients and their families. We exist to
support the mission of healthcare organizations to provide the best possible care for all
patients. By eliminating communication barriers between your patients and providers, Limited
English Proficient, Deaf or Hard of Hearing patients attain increased health literacy and realize
improved health outcomes. When you partner with AMN Language Services, each of your
providers is equipped with immediate access to thousands of professional interpreters who are
all culturally competent, medically qualified and extensively trained in medical terminology.
Making our communities healthier is the ultimate goal, and one we can achieve together. The
revised Privacy Policy is effective as of December 4, Your continued use of our site after that
date means that you agree with the updated Privacy Policy. We use cookies to personalize your
experience and improve our site. By using this site, you consent to our use of cookies as
described in our Cookie Policy information, please see our Privacy Policy. AUDIO Every call is
answered quickly by a concierge who will determine which language the caller needs
assistance with, and will promptly connect them with an interpreter. Our Interpreters Access the
largest network of medically qualified interpreters to serve your patients and their families.
About Us We exist to support the mission of healthcare organizations to provide the best
possible care for all patients. How to identify low health literacy in patients. How to ensure
meaningful understanding takes place. I am located outside of the United States. Unfortunately,
we do not currently ship to Ukraine. Please select another country or region. The Stratus Duo is
a multi-platform wireless controller optimized for gaming on both Android mobile and PC.
Multi-platform dual wireless controller The Stratus Duo is a multi-platform wireless controller
optimized for gaming on both Android mobile and PC. Watch product film. Play circled Pause
circled. No software needed â€” get playing right out of the box. Supports Fortnite Mobile and
more No more struggling with awkward touchscreen controls on your Android phone. Wherever
you are, easily pair and play controller supported Android games like Fortnite Mobile with no
additional software, so you can enjoy the ease of a controller with all your favorite games.
Steam-enabled No more hunting for drivers and software to recognize your controller.
Compatibility Plus Minus PC. Design Plus Minus Cable length 1. Connectivity 2. Range 2. Depth
Weight g. USB wireless adapter. Micro USB cable. Yes, and then some. Will the Stratus Duo
work for my game? Chances are yes! The Stratus Duo is recognized by Windows and Steam as
an Xbox controller using X-Input which is by far the most common standard for
controller-enabled games. On Steam, this means support for more than 5, games. On Android,
there is only one controller standard, so as long as your game support controllers, Stratus Duo
will work great. The battery is rechargeable â€”what happens when if I run out of power?
Stratus Duo can support playing while charging, so if you are running low on power, simply
plug into any USB port to charge and keep playing. Have other questions? At Appareo, we
research, develop, design, and manufacture rugged electronics that utilize A. Our engineering
teams create complex end-to-end solutions that include both mobile and cloud-based
components. We prefer a challenge. Do you have one? True innovation never comes easy. At
Appareo, we have a passion for practical science and bringing new perspectives to old
problems. What sets us apart? With our engineering, manufacturing, technology, and testing
capabilities, we truly offer an end-to-end solution. We have the tools and talent to solve complex
problems. From concept to completion, we keep it in-house to outperform our competitors and
deliver innovative products with exceptional quality and efficiency. Our product development
process is designed to accommodate adjustments along the way. Working with Appareo will
give you the peace of mind of having a product development partner that can make timely
improvements to ensure your product meets your needs and is delivered when you need it.
About Us. Maximizing Battery Life In Portable Electronics: What You Need To Know Now more
than ever, the management of battery capacity is a key factor in delivering a positive or negative
experience with portable electronic devices, and ultimately the value your customers derive
from them. Running out of battery power and losing access to a battery-powered device can
result in a range â€¦ Read More. Our Services. Recent News Maximizing Battery Life In Portable
Electronics: What You Need To Know Now more than ever, the management of battery capacity
is a key factor in delivering a positive or negative experience with portable electronic devices,
and ultimately the value your customers derive from them. Running out of battery power and
losing â€¦ Read More. One account and one wallet to access an Internet of platforms and
services within a secure ecosystem. The data we do hold is never distributed and is always
encrypted with military grade encryption. Anyone can apply for identity verification, which will

publicly validate their true identity. Stratus was designed to not only simplify the internet for the
average person, but to also make that ecosystem a transparent environment capable of offering
freedom of speech, data privacy, convenience and the unrestricted flow of ideas. Stratus will
offer historic convenience and security by allowing anyone to utilize one account and one wallet
to access an Internet of platforms and services within a secure ecosystem. Stratus believes that
one of the biggest threats from big tech platforms is the collection, tracking and sale of user
data and personal information. Stratus, after taking notice of the recent uptick of trolls, bullies
and catfish, has designed its system with the tools to ensure a peaceful and transparent
environment. This Stratus was birthed out of the belief that free speech is a sacred right and
that a free, unrestricted flow of ideas is crucial for a healthy, free society. We believe that you
are smart enough to determine the validity of content, that you do not need a desk jockey for
that. The VIP platform will allow influencers to publish VIP content, such as live streams, videos,
group chats and many others. Influencers are able to make much more on direct advertising
than others, such as Youtube. And Stratus shares its advertising revenue with the biggest
influencers on its platforms. Influencers will be able to embed a product into a video allowing
their subscribers to order the product with one click. Indefinite referral commissions are given
to influencers that suggest Stratus to their subscribers. No one enjoys typing their payment
information in on a dozen websites, Stratus uses one simplified wallet across its ecosystem of
products. No matter where you are in Stratus, whether it is making a donation, investing in
stocks, buying that scarf or promoting your page, is always only one click away. Soon you be
able to keep track of your internet life in one simplified menu. By combining the functionality of
the most used social media platforms into one social ecosystem users can enjoy unparalleled
convenience and simplicity. You can access most platforms in the Stratus ecosystem from one
secure application. Some will also be made available in a stand alone app for convenience. Sign
up Login. About Stratus Stratus was designed to not only simplify the internet for the average
person, but to also make that ecosystem a transparent environment capable of offering freedom
of speech, data privacy, convenience and the unrestricted flow of ideas. Stratus Benefits. All
Stratus goals are being done by solving the core issues with mainstream platforms. Read more.
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n in Social Media. Many more monetization methods will be added. One Click Donations There
will be micropayments on many posts and videos. Direct Advertising Influencers are able to
make much more on direct advertising than others, such as Youtube. Embed a Product Store
Influencers will be able to embed a product into a video allowing their subscribers to order the
product with one click. Referral Commissions Indefinite referral commissions are given to
influencers that suggest Stratus to their subscribers. Learn More. User Mobile friendly and Web
Interface. Secure wallet No one enjoys typing their payment information in on a dozen websites,
Stratus uses one simplified wallet across its ecosystem of products. Social Ecosystem Soon
you be able to keep track of your internet life in one simplified menu. Convenient Mobile App
You can access most platforms in the Stratus ecosystem from one secure application. Twitter
Atrium. A Huge Community What are you waiting for? Sign Up. Get in touch.

